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Maria McGuire’s Testimonials
“The entire interaction was professional; call backs were almost immediate. There was a
sense of caring to find the perfect home for me, not just a sale! I appreciated the
experience and knowledge of the team.” -Cheryl Nelson
“Maria – you and your entire team did a phenomenal job! You made my difficult situation
more tolerable. I always felt that you had my best interest in mind. Carol was always spot
on and your team’s periodic calls to “check in” were greatly appreciated. Thank you for all
you have done for me. Thank you my friend!” -Laura Banks
“Maria, you helped so much with our landlord, and you took so much stress out of this
experience. Thank you!” -Phillip and Megan Klatt
“We feel we can always count on you. You get to the point and say it in a way we
understand. The team was wonderful, and Carol who keeps us notified of all impending
actions. The receptionists who are friendly, and Nancy with her follow up calls are
personable. Thank you to the whole team!” -Ernie and Brenda Smiley
“Maria, thank you – thank you for all you did for us. I appreciated your knowledge and
expertise. Your staff was excellent, and Carol did a great job being available to answer all
of my questions and organizing everything. I am so grateful and appreciate all of your
staff!!” -Barb and Ed Cary
“Have never had a realty deal go so fast – GREAT TEAM WORK!” -Jim and Carol Butler
“You and your team greatly reduced the stress of buying and selling. It was always easy to
get in touch with somebody when we had questions. We were very comfortable with
everyone at the office, and in the end it felt more personal than business. Thank you!”
-Michael and Addy Massaglia
“We have used your services for ourselves and family four times, and each time has been
a great experience.” -Dannie and Yvonne Finley
“Happy to say you are working with a couple we recommended for property investments.
We will continue to recommend you! We will share on Facebook. 100% satisfied!”
-Steve and Diane Sharpe

“Thank you so much for everything that you and your team did to make this move go
smooth. We are loving our new home!” -Bruce and Lynn Binning
“Maria is by far the best in the business! So attentive, thorough and dedicated. I would
highly recommend Maria to anyone in need of her services! Maria is the BEST!”
-Nick and Erin Busignani
“Thank you for your help and continuous support through this process. Your staff is
always helpful and willing to help. We appreciate everything!”
-Scott and Danielle Dichtel
“We were referred to you by The Dave Ramsey website, we were not disappointed. Very
professional and knowledgeable.” -Jeff and Robin Henzel
“Thank you Maria and staff for selling our home in a timely manner. All of your staff was
wonderful to us.” -Jim and Prem Wenz
“Great to work with, kept us informed every step of the way.” -Jason and Lori
“Thank you for everything you guys did for me. I couldn’t have asked for anything better.”
-Ann Kattleman
“The entire team was very helpful and informative. With a very short deadline to
accommodate. Would not hesitate to use the team again.” -Karlene Myers
“Maria and her team had a “sixth sense” and worked with enthusiasm to provide quick
responses and answers to our many questions and needs to close something quickly. They
were professional and consistent with follow ups and details. We are most grateful.”
-Mark and Vicki Nelson
“Everyone was professional and caring. Thank you so much for your services. I am very
pleased.” -Connie Hartman
“You and your team are the most professional, personal, and friendly team I’ve worked
with. Thank you.” -Linda Youstra
“We are truly thankful for Maria and her team. This was a hard time for us and they made
it easy. Thank you all!” -Paul and Laurie Riegel

Do You Know You’re Hiring a Team of Specialists?
When you list or purchase your home with me, you get an agent ranked in the top 1% of all Realtors
in Michigan. You’ll also get my team of specialists – included FREE!
Most agents are expected to do a multitude of tasks all by themselves. Unfortunately, there’s just no way a single agent can
do everything – the paperwork, the showings, the contracts, the marketing, and the follow-up with banks, inspectors, and
appraisers – all alone and still give great service.
Would you play baseball by yourself? Try to be the pitcher, catcher, shortstop, and outfielder all at the same time! In
contrast, I’ve organized my business as a team of people who each take a segment of the activity in order to give the best
service and get the best performance for our clients. After studying other professionals and surveying my own sellers and
buyers, I’ve built a team of real estate professionals providing our clients with the world class service they deserve. I’ve
developed guaranteed first-class services and innovative programs that set our team apart from the rest of the real estate
crowd.
It doesn’t cost any more to use my team than it would cost to work with the average area Realtor… but just think of the
service you’ll receive compared to what you’d get from an agent working all alone!

MEET "YOUR TEAM"
Maria McGuire began her real estate career in 1989. She is the Broker/Owner of RE/MAX Advisors. Over
the years, she has helped thousands of families make their move. Maria has achieved entry into the
prestigious RE/MAX Platinum Club, Hall of Fame, Lifetime Achievement, Titan and Chairman’s
Clubs. Providing market evaluations and completing residential and commercial contract negotiations are
her specialty. Maria enjoys working with people of all ages, earning a Senior Real Estate Specialist (SRES)
designation for her knowledge and expertise in counseling clients age 50+ through major financial and
lifestyle transitions in relocating, refinancing, or selling the family home. She is also a Certified Distressed
Property Expert (CDPE) specializing in assisting clients facing financial difficulties and guiding them through
the short sale process. As well, Maria is a Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM), a recognized
expert in commercial real estate brokerage, leasing, asset management, valuation, and investment
analysis. Maria has chosen a select team of professionals, each working within their area of expertise to
provide her clients with the world-class service they deserve. Her team’s goal is to truly meet their clients’
needs and continue growing a business that is built on referrals from their satisfied clients.
Carol Kumaus – Client Care Coordinator
Carol joined Maria's Team in 2016. She schedules appointments, helps with client requests, updates each client
as their transaction progresses, and ensures all questions and concerns receive prompt attention.
Geri Wrubel – Resource Manager
Since joining the team in 2008, Geri has been cross-trained in every position and assists with overall office
operations and technical support.
Jaimie Gardner – Project & Marketing Director
Jaimie has been with the team since 2011 and is responsible for maintaining Maria’s websites. She is also in
charge of creating our monthly newsletters and developing/overseeing special marketing projects.
Mary Lentine – Buyers' Advocate
Mary schedules showing appointments, reminds clients of our special parties throughout the year, and assists
with agent and client referrals. She joined Maria's Team in 2012.
Nancy Eder – Buyers’ Advocate
A welcome addition to the team in 2015, Nancy works closely with Maria’s buyer clients and keeps in touch with
them after their purchase closes, ensuring a smooth transition into their new home.
Ralph Fontana – Showing Agent for Buyers
Ralph is a licensed Realtor who assists Maria by taking her buyer clients out to see homes for sale. Maria and
Ralph are longtime friends who married in August 2014.

PERFORMANCE CAMPAIGN GUARANTEE
Dear Seller,
I'm so confident that our real estate system will work for you, that I guarantee you the right
to cancel your listing agreement at any time prior to accepting an offer to purchase your
property, if you feel my service doesn't live up to my promise. Most listing agreements lock
you into long-term commitments and lengthy broker protection periods with heavy
cancellation fees - in other words, an agreement your agent can get out of, but you can't.
It is my objective to have as many qualified buyers as possible exposed to your property
until it is SOLD. Furthermore, I will communicate the results of our activities to you on a
regular basis. I will assist you in obtaining the highest dollar value for your property with
the least amount of difficulties. Finally, I will constantly seek the best possible methods of
exposing your property to potential buyers in the marketplace. In the event my promises
are not fulfilled during your six-month listing agreement, upon your request I agree to give
you an unconditional release - my commitment to superior service and exceptional results.
I also GUARANTEE to have your property sold in 120 days or less! This is not a gimmick,
but not every property qualifies… See $1000 Guarantee Sales Certificate.

Action Step:

Benefit:

Comparative Market Analysis (CMA)

Essential to determine the value by
providing an offering price to achieve
your goals. Realistic pricing will
achieve maximum price in a
reasonable time.

Submission to MLS (Multiple Listing Service)

Multiple Listing Services mean
maximum exposure for your home.

Help Staging Your Home/Pre-inspection

Proper staging with a pre-inspection
helps discover potential needed
updates and/or repairs to enhance the
salability of your home.

Quality Interior & Exterior Photos

Spark purchasers’ interest as they view
an uncluttered, depersonalized home.
They can easily imagine their family &
belongings in your home.

Prospect Match in MLS

Continuously check our database for
all buyer prospects matching the
criteria of your property.

Nationally Recognized Yard Sign

A RE/MAX sign, known nationwide,
generates buyer interest as they
preview neighborhoods where they
desire to live.

Specialized Sign Riders, if applicable

Provide additional information to
entice buyers’ interest.

Internet Advertising

Syndication to over 400 sites provides
immediate information on your
property 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week to prospective buyers.

Facebook/Social Media

Another avenue used to expose your
property to potential buyers.

Target Marketing in Your Neighborhood

Surrounding neighbors may have
family or friends they wish to move
into the neighborhood.

Weekly Reports

Every Monday we send an email
update providing an activity summary,
market listing activity & competing
properties to keep you informed.

Feedback After Showings

Feedback is important to determine
necessary adjustments & a chance to
overcome possible objections, based
on cooperation of the buyers’ agent.

Personalized Communication

You will receive a personal phone call
a minimum of every 10 days to answer
any questions you may have and
provide an update.

Net-Out to Determine “Cash In Pocket”

It doesn’t matter what price you sell
your home for, more important is
what’s in your pocket when you close
the sale.

Charitable Donations

From each closing, a portion of my
commission is donated to local
charities… paying it forward!

Experience

Over 100 combined years of
experience will help get your home
sold faster and for more money.

Support Staff

Although showing confirmations are
available to you via text and email,
our professional support staff is ready
to personally assist with your
appointments - not an automated
phone service which can be frustrating
to all parties involved with your
transaction.

No Office Floor Time

Some offices have “floor agents”
answering questions about your home.
How can they properly portray your
home if they have never seen it?
Another benefit… if we secure the
buyer for your home, it will result in
commission savings for you.

Follow-Up After The Sale

Our client care services keep us in
touch for years after your closing.
We’re always available to answer
questions, help with issues or concerns
in the future and provide market
updates.

We will provide the action steps above
working together to make your move a reality!

$1,000 Guaranteed Sale Certificate
If we have not accepted an offer on your property within 120 days of
signing your listing agreement, I will credit you the sum of $1,000* at closing,
subject to the following conditions:
















Conditions:
The first basic requirement is that we must be able to determine your
property is in an area that’s selling. If there is something about the area
that’s taking longer to sell, there’s nothing we can do to change market
conditions and the force of nature.
How do we determine if your property is in an area that’s selling? We
must find 3 comparable properties that have sold during the past 90
days. If we find 3 comparable sales, we take the average sales price.
That will give us the amount we can expect the property to sell for.
We will average the 3 comparable sales and list your property at no more
than 2% above the average sale price.
A six-month listing agreement must be signed.
The property must meet my marketing requirements, including a 2-5%
listing price adjustment every 30 days (listing price amendment) if it’s
determined our market has declined since the original listing date.
The property must be maintained at all times as detailed in the “43 Easy
Ways To Make Your Home Sell Faster” report, and any needed repairs
must be completed before the 120-day guarantee period begins.
Marketing strategy to include 24-hour Internet advertising, RE/MAX “for
sale” sign, and lockbox.
Seller agrees to provide a one-year home warranty on the property,
payable at closing.
This Guarantee does not apply to Short Sales, since I have no control
over your lender’s timeframe or decisions. Not applicable for vacant land
sales.
A successful sale and closing has taken place, with RE/MAX Advisors
employed as the listing broker and receiving a commission as stated in
our listing agreement.
Amount of Credit to Seller At Closing
Is Determined By the Sales Price:
* $1,000.00 if the property sells for $200,000 or more
* $750.00 if the property sells for $150,000 to $199,999
* $500.00 if the property sells for $100,000 to $149,999
* $250.00 if the property sells up to $99,999

Seller Signature___________________________________ Date_______
Seller Signature___________________________________ Date_______
Agent Signature___________________________________ Date_______

Where Will You Advertise My Property For Sale?
The vast majority of buyers search for homes on their computers and phones.
Your listing will be readily accessible to agents and buyers via the Internet and
social media. Here are some of the websites where potential purchasers can find
your listing:

Four Common Mistakes Made by Home Sellers…
and How to Avoid Them
1. Not Preparing Your Home to Look Attractive To Buyers
Your home is competing with many other homes. Buyers purchase a home on
emotion, not logic. The best marketing program in the world can only bring buyers
into your home… not make them like the home! Clean and stage your home to
accentuate its best features!

2. Signing a Long-Term Listing Contract Without a Written,
Specific Performance Guarantee
Don’t rely on verbal promises. Make sure that you receive a written promise stating
that you can cancel if the service doesn't live up the promise.

3. Overpricing
Never select an agent just because they’re willing to list your property at the highest
price. Overpricing can be disastrous. The best solution for the seller is to list at or
near current market value. If sellers list too high, they are risking the chance that
their best buyer has moved on to other prospects and forgotten all about the highpriced listing.

4. Not Obtaining Written Pre-Approval
for a Mortgage for Your Next Home
Nothing is more heartbreaking than to sell your home and find your new dream
home, only to find that you can’t obtain financing for that home. A pre-approval is a
formal, written promise by a mortgage lender to provide you with a new home loan,
after review of your finances. Talk to a lender before listing your current home, so
that you know what you qualify to purchase after the sale.

How Market Value is Determined
The market value of your home is determined in several ways…
The market value of your home is NOT:
1. The amount you have invested in your home
2. The amount of proceeds you want to clear in your pocket at closing
3. The sales price you want
4. Your personal appraisal completed for a refinance or equity line of credit
5. What you heard your neighbor’s home sold for
6. What the tax office says it’s worth
7. How much it’s insured for
8. Based on prices of homes where you are moving
The true market value of your home is… what a buyer is willing to pay for the property:
1. Based on today’s market
2. Based on today’s competition
3. Based on today’s financing
4. Based on today’s economic perceptions
5. Based on the buyer’s perception of the condition of the property
6. Based on the location
7. Based on normal marketing time
As you advance through your marketing period, you may observe some warnings:
 Realtor elimination:
o If the realtor are not previewing it and do not show it, they are eliminating it.
 Buyer elimination:
o If it is being shown with no results, the buyers are finding better properties to buy
and they are eliminating your property.
How to sell your property in today’s market
On a scale of 1-10 (and 10’s are the ones that are selling), how can your property be a “10”?
1. By improving the conditions dramatically
2. By offer good terms
3. By improving the way the home shows (clean, declutter, eliminate offensive odors)
4. By adjusting the price
Overpricing doesn’t give maneuvering room… it turns buyers off!
The best solution is to list at or near current market value!
 An appropriate listing price will immediately attract attention.
 A home that is priced realistically and marketed effectively will always sell.
 Your house will not sell for more than the best offer from the best buyer in the current market.

43

Easy Ways to Make Your Home
Sell Faster & For Top Dollar

Suggestions and ideas to improve your home’s
appearance and help you prepare to sell it faster!

Throughout the House:
1. Open the draperies, pull up the shades, and let in the sunlight.
2. Create a positive mood. Turn on all lights, day or night, and install higher wattage light
bulbs to show your home brightly.
3. Remove clutter from each room to visually enlarge them.
4. If you have a fireplace, highlight it in your decorating.
5. Keep your home dusted and vacuumed at all times.
6. Replace the carpet if it does not clean up well.
7. Have a family “game plan” to get the home in order quickly if necessary.
8. Air out your home for one-half hour before showings, if possible.
9. Lightly spray the house with air freshener so tit has a chance to diffuse before buyers arrive.
10. Put family photos in storage.
11. Improve traffic flow through every room by removing unnecessary furniture.
12. Create the feeling of a spacious entry area by using decorative accents and removing
unnecessary furniture.
13. Putty over and paint any nail holes or other mishaps in the walls.
14. Paint all interior walls a neutral color to brighten the home and make it look bigger.
15. Repair or replace any loose or damaged wallpaper.
16. Clean all light bulbs and light fixtures to brighten the home.
17. Wash all windows inside and out.
18. Use plants in transitional areas of your house.
19. Make the most of your attic’s potential.
20. Remove and/or hide excess extension cords and wires.
21. Open doors to areas you want potential buyers to see such as walk-in closets, pantries, attics.
22. Remove all smoke and pet odors.
23. Repair or replace loose or missing banisters and handrails.
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Easy Ways to Make Your Home
Sell Faster & For Top Dollar

Suggestions and ideas to improve your home’s
appearance and help you prepare to sell it faster!

In the Kitchen:
24. Microwave a small dish of vanilla twenty minutes before a showing and place it in an
out-of-the-way place.
25. Highlight an eat-in area in your kitchen with a table set for dinner.
26. The kitchen and bathrooms should always be spotlessly clean.
27. Expand your counter space by removing small appliances.

In the Bedrooms:
28. Create a master suite effect in your decorating.
29. Depersonalize bedrooms and decorate in a neutral scheme.
30. Make sure that the beds are made and the linens are clean.
31. Organize your closets, remove unnecessary items and put them in storage.

In the Bathrooms :
32. Do not leave used towels around; wipe down the sinks and shower areas after each use.
33. Re-caulk the tub if the caulk is not sparkling white.
34. Repair or replace broken tiles in the shower/tub.
35. Replace shower curtains and keep them clean.
36. Put out fresh towels and decorative soaps.

Outside:
37. In warm weather, keep the yard mowed and raked at all times. Use flowering plants to dress
up the yard, walkway and patio. In winter, make sure your driveway and walkways are clear
of snow and salted as necessary to allow easy access to potential purchasers.
38. Trees and shrubs should be trimmed and pruned.
39. Remove all toys, bicycles, tools, unsightly patio furniture, and trash from the yard.
40. Porches, steps, verandas, balconies, patios, and other extensions of the house should be kept
uncluttered, swept, and in good condition.
41. Paint all entrance doors and make sure the front doorbell is in good working order.
42. Be sure the front door and screen door work perfectly.
43. Make sure the garage door opens easily. Fix and paint the garage door if necessary.

Welcome Aboard!
Buying or selling your home is like taking an airline flight across the
country. When you start on your trip, you have no idea how the trip will go.
Neither does the pilot! You could run into 50 different types of turbulence
or you could have a smooth flight and land on time.
Certainly, the pilot will try to use his or her experience to navigate
around storms and go for the smoothest flight plan, but if they’re honest,
they can’t promise a turbulence-free trip. Their job is simply to get you to
your destination in the least time and with the least amount of aggravation,
while keeping you informed throughout the trip.
As your real estate consultant, I see myself as the pilot of your plane.
My job is to assist you in buying or selling your home with the least amount
of aggravation. I can’t promise you there won’t be turbulence, but I can
promise that I’ll utilize my experience and expertise to take you on the
smoothest flight possible. And if we do hit turbulence, I won’t bail out on
you! I’ll be your teammate throughout the flight until we get you safely to
your destination.
I look forward to a safe and timely landing! If you have any friends or
family who would like to travel with me, please give me a call with their name
and number. It helps me keep “fares” low and gives you First Class Service!

Interview Questions to Ask All Agents
Applying for the Job of Selling Your Property

Determine quickly if they are qualified to sell your property for top dollar!
Are you a full-time Realtor?
In what area and in what aspect of the market do you specialize?
What percentage of your business comes from referrals from your satisfied clients?
Based upon what you know about my situation, should I sell now?
What is the current market trend?
How confident are you that you can sell my home? Why?
Do you have a written market plan specifically designed to sell my property?
Do you offer a guaranteed sales program?
 What about a written performance guarantee?
 May I cancel the listing at any time if you do not keep your promises?
How do you market properties directly to buyers?
 How many websites will advertise my home for sale?
 Will you market my home on social media?
 What other marketing techniques will you use to get my property sold?
 How often do you find the buyer for your listings?
Do you provide a post-service questionnaire for your sellers to perfect your business?
 Do you have those results available for my review?
 May I contact the respondents directly?
Prior to listing, will you provide me with a written estimate of closing costs and proceeds?
 Will you send me a revision based upon an offer to purchase?
Will you complete a virtual tour of my home?
How often will I hear from you after you list my home?
Will I receive a weekly Seller Summary Report and Neighborhood Market Update?
Do you provide an exterior yard sign advertising my home?
What can I do to help sell my property?
After I accept an offer, how often will you inform me about the inspection, appraisal, buyer’s
loan progress, and upcoming closing?
What about after closing?
 Will you follow up with me to guarantee continued satisfaction?
 Do you have a list of preferred contractors and services to help me in the future?

